In-Cell NMR in Human Cells: Direct Protein Expression Allows Structural Studies of Protein Folding and Maturation.
Cellular structural biology methods are needed to characterize biological processes at atomic resolution in the physiological environment of the cell. Toward this goal, solution in-cell NMR is a powerful approach because it provides structural and dynamic data on macromolecules inside living cells. Several approaches have been developed for in-cell NMR in cultured human cells, which are needed to study processes related to human diseases that rely on the delivery of exogenous macromolecules to the cells. Such strategies, however, may not be applicable to proteins that are sensitive to the external environment or prone to aggregate and can introduce artifacts during protein purification or delivery. As a complementary approach, direct protein expression for in-cell NMR in human cells was developed. This strategy is especially useful when studying processes like protein folding, maturation, and post-translational modification, starting right after protein synthesis. Compared with the protein expression techniques in mammalian cells commonly used in cellular biology, the low sensitivity of NMR requires higher protein levels. Among the cell lines used for high-yield protein expression, the HEK293T cell line was chosen, as it can be efficiently transfected with a cost-effective reagent. A vector originally designed for secreted proteins allows high-level cytosolic protein expression. For isotopic labeling, commercially available or homemade labeled media are employed. Uniform or amino acid type-selective labeling strategies are possible. Protein expression can be targeted to specific organelles (e.g., mitochondria), allowing for in organello NMR applications. A variant of the approach was developed that allows the sequential expression of two or more proteins, with only one selectively labeled. Protein expression in HEK293T cells was applied to recapitulate the maturation steps of intracellular superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) and to study the effect of mutations linked to familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (fALS) by in-cell NMR. Intracellular wild-type SOD1 spontaneously binds zinc, while it needs the copper chaperone for superoxide dismutase (CCS) for copper delivery and disulfide bond formation. Some fALS-linked mutations impair zinc binding and cause SOD1 to irreversibly unfold, likely forming the precursor of cytotoxic aggregates. The SOD-like domain of CCS acts as a molecular chaperone toward mutant SOD1, stabilizing its folding and allowing zinc binding and correct maturation. Changes in protein redox state distributions can also be investigated by in-cell NMR. Mitochondrial proteins require the redox-regulating partners glutaredoxin 1 (Grx1) and thioredoxin (Trx) to remain in the reduced, import-competent state in the cytosol, whereas SOD1 requires CCS for disulfide bond formation. In both cases, the proteins do not equilibrate with the cytosolic redox pool. Cysteine oxidation in response to oxidative stress can also be monitored. In the near future, in-cell NMR in human cells will likely benefit from technological advancements in NMR hardware, the development of bioreactor systems for increased sample lifetime, the application of paramagnetic NMR to obtain structural restraints, and advanced tools for genome engineering and should be increasingly integrated with advanced cellular imaging techniques.